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IELTSFEVER LISTENING TEST 35
Section 1 Questions 1-8
Listening to the interviews and fill the missing information in the form. If a student's
experience in the first home stay is positive or very good, Make two ticks (✔✔). if it's
Ok, make One tick (✔). If it's not good or negative , make a cross (x).

Japan

Linda

Time in
Canada
Example:
3 months

3 ...............

4 ..................

R

1 ....................

Experience of
first home stay

M

Fumi

Impression of
first home stay
They give me
freedom.
Example:
1 . feel safe
They are very
nice but the
food is
2 ...............
The room is
terrible and the
meal is
6 ..................

O

Country

.C

Name

E

Ali

7 ................

8 ..................

LT

S

Section 2 Questions 9-20

FE

V

5 ..................

W

.I
E

Questions 9-15
You are going to listening to a conversation. As you listen, complete the
notes below , using NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS in each space.

W

W

Napoleon was born in 9 .................. on the island of Corsica. When he was ten , his father
sent him to a 10 .................... school. Napoleon was not a brilliant student but he
excelled in 11 ..................... and military science. When he was 16 year old he joined the
French army. His military 12 ............ brought him fame, power and riches. he became a
13 ............ when he was only 24 and a few years later he became 14 ................ of France.
His coronation ceremony was at Notre Dame on 15 ............. Napoleon won many
military victories because his soldiers were ready to die for him. He was a great military
leader.

Questions 16-20
Indicate whether the following statements are true or not by writing
TRUE
FALSE
NOT GIVEN

for the statement which is true;
for the statement which is false;
if the information is not given;
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16 . Napoleon controlled all of Europe at one time.
17 . Austria and Russia fought fiercely against Napoleon , but England did not.
18 . Napoleon lost most of his soldiers when he attacked England.
19 . Napoleon died before he reached the age of fifty-two.
20 . He was married when he was very young.

Section 3 Questions 21-23
Questions 21-23
You will hear a talk on ocean spills. As you listen to the talk, Circle the
appropriate letter for questions 21-23

M

21 . The plastic toys were washed off the ship.

R

.C

O

A . In Alaska .
B . In the Pacific ocean .
C . In the Arctic Ocean .
D . In the Bering Sea .

V

E

22 . How long did it take the first ducks to arrive at the beach ?

LT

S

FE

A . About two weeks .
B . About two months .
C . About ten months .
D . About twelve months .

.I
E

23 . Who were most excited by the plastic toys ?

W

W

W

A . The reporters .
B . The tourists .
C . The Children .
D . The oceanographers .

Questions 24-30
Complete the notes by writing NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS in the
spaces provided .
24 . The floating toys made it possible to study ocean ..................... and winds .
25 . Some toys floated ................. the North Pacific , while others headed for the North
Atlantic .
26 . Many of the toys were ................. northeast by the wind and were expected to cross
the North Pole .
27 . In 1990 , a ship from Korea to the west coast of ................. was caught in a storm.
28 . There were ................ pairs of Nike shoes spilt into the water .
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29 . People set up ................... to find matches for their shoes since they arrived one at a
time .
30 . Many pairs of running shoes are still on their ............ around the world .

Section 4 Questions 31-40
Questions 31-38
Complete the notes by writing NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS in the
spaces provided .

FE
S

Questions 39-40
Circle the appropriate letter.

V

E

R

.C

O

M

Julia feels guilty . she knows that most chocolate 31 ................. but she can't stop eating
it because she is 32 .............. it . Chocolate is a 33 ........... food for the people all over the
world. They spend over 34 $ .............. on it for valentine's Day . The idea of 35 .............
chocolate started in the 9th century. Before that , the Aztecs drank bowls of chocolate to
36 .................. when chocolate was brought to Spain people through it was 37 ..................
because it tasted bitter . Soon people discovered that 38 ................... chocolate with sugar
made a wonderful drink .

LT

39 . No one in Spain could talk about chocolate .

W

W

.I
E

A . because it tasted bitter .
B . because the king loved it .
C . because the king put out an order .
D . because the druggists made it into drinks .

W

40 . People who eat chocolate are healthier .
A . because it became a popular drink in Europe .
B . because it tasted good with milk .
C . because it doesn't have much fat or sugar .
D . because feeling pleasure can protect against illness .
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